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Abstract. A rising complexity of products, the ongoing digitization and an
accelerated shift of market demands lead to a rapidly rising number of uncer-
tainties in business and technology environments. The Internet of Everything
(IoE) offers many potential opportunities and benefits to both service providers
and customers. This paper aims to integrate knowledge from diverse fields into a
comprehensive, practical approach for development and implementation of
products and services using IoE technologies. The research focused especially
on the needs and challenges of innovation and product managers who have to
find ways to cope with rising uncertainties and the problem of increasingly
complex business environments and digitalization. Therefore, this paper pre-
sents first learnings that guides practitioners through implementation of indus-
trial IoE and its impact on new product development and management. It gives
them guidance on how the companies’ IoE projects could be linked with its new
product development initiatives.
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1 Motivation

The Internet of Everything (as next stage of Internet of Things) and related Smart
Products offer companies and their customers many potential benefits. At first glance
there may not seem to be much in common between new product development as well
as product lifecycle management (PLM) and the Internet of Everything. However, the
two subjects are closely related, as the “Things” are products and the devices are
products, too.

Since a couple of years the topic of IoE has impact on new product development
(NPD) as well as PLMwhich gains quite some attention frommanagement science [1–5].
The detailed consideration and research on IoE and its impact on NPD and PLM are still
missing.
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No doubt, IoE is one of the most important trend topics – the term is omnipresent
and surprisingly hard to understand for many people in the technology industry and
most importantly for many target customers across all verticals (e.g. Automotive,
Pharma, FMCG, Energy etc.). Perhaps the most significant difference and one focus
point of this paper is the importance and power of start-ups who are leveraging the IoE
trend and building entirely new products, designed horizontally across industries or
tailor made for a certain vertical. The pace of IoE start-ups emerging is significantly
high and mainly driven by a dramatic drop in prices for sensors and computing power.
In a nutshell, small IoE solutions can have big impact on customers – generating big
opportunities but in case of wrong PLM, management will lead eventually to big risks
as well [6]. By applying smart PLM for IoE solutions customers can leverage the
potential of these new products without risks. Consequently, scholars as well as
practitioners call for new perspectives that understand the challenges and opportunities
of IoE for product development and management from a management perspective.

The key goals of this research is to understand hot product/service related topics
and try to understand how these new emerging IoE players will change PLM especially
customers, e.g. large enterprises. To do so, the paper aims at integrating knowledge
from the diverse fields into a comprehensive, practical approach for the development
and implementation of the products and services using IoE technologies. Furthermore,
a more dedicated focus is being set across selected key sectors with strong impact of
IoE and PLM in Healthcare, Automotive and the Energy sector.

2 Research Design

The research design was in cooperation with companies of Deutsche Telekom
Group. In a first step practitioners’ experiences were examined in order to assure
practical perspectives and problem perceptions were considered sufficiently. Therefore,
innovation managers of companies that had already implemented products and services
in IoE fields have been inquired through structured expert interviews between June and
September 2015 either on-site at the interviewee’s office location or via teleconfer-
encing. The interviewees belonged to big industrial companies as well as start-up in the
IoE field (N = 22). All experts held a leading position in innovation departments or
worked in comparable positions inside their organizations. The focus on members of
innovation management departments was chosen to make sure that the interviewees can
report from and share insights of different new product development projects in IoE
field. Interviews were also conducted with experts from the Healthcare, Automotive
and the Energy sector which led to new insights in those sectors. On average, the
interviews lasted one hour and have been transcribed, codified and analyzed in order to
extract central problems and challenges with IoE and product development.

The results have been consolidated in a second step to develop a comprehensive
view that takes into account the identified criteria for the management and imple-
mentation of IoE as well as for practitioners’ needs and problems. In order to validate
the feasibility and practicability of the developed approach, an additional set of
interviews with business consultants of Detecon Consulting (Member of Deutsche
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Telekom Group) was conducted. This way of validation offered the chance to hypo-
thetically check the developed approach with experiences from client projects.

Across all analyzed IoE sections, we found strong and clear evidence that start-ups
market space is evolving very fast and market participants – analysts, incumbents and
start-ups have no doubt that IoE adoption will come and be a big untapped and
unleashed market for them. However, the different IoE sections do have different
maturity levels.

Looking at customers and PLM we found the most surprising and definitely highest
impact development that emerged with IoE solutions the radical shift of PLM amongst
vendors (mostly start-ups) and customers (often midsize to large enterprises or cities).
Key reason for this is on the one hand the innovativeness and focus of IoE vendors
(focusing on a small niche) and on the other hand the impact of IoE generated software
and services (especially data analytics) in customers’ existing processes. In a nutshell
this means that business customers are adopting more and more IoE solutions fitting to
their specific needs, which they integrate into their IT infrastructure over time as well as
into PLM step-by-step in order to generate more efficiency and improve their products.
As these IoE solutions become essential to their business over time they are integrated
into customers’ PLM process – at this stage they are confronted with likely different
PLM set-ups of themselves and their IoE vendors. Customers have to face complexity
of managing various IoE vendors – each of them with their hardware, software and
service – and have to manage them very carefully and slowly. IoE vendors on the other
hand come from the technology sector and use to think in fast and agile environments
framed by software releases, adoption to services, functionalities and hardware as well.
They have to focus on their own product only and will eventually not be able to
consider each of their customer’ individual requirements while updating their product.
These factors lead to a smart and adaptive PLM framework in order to master
tomorrow’s IoE landscape.

3 Internet of Everything and Product LifecycleManagement –
Key Definitions and Status Quo

Detecon defines PLM as a strategic business approach for managing a company’s
products and services throughout their lifecycle in the most effective and efficient way:
starting with the original idea, through the design, marketing and withdrawal phases.
There’s not an agreed definition of the Internet of Everything [5]. In this paper, we refer
to the Internet of Everything (IoE). While IoT relates to the enablement and man-
agement of interconnected devices logically associated with physical things, IoE
extends this concept beyond things to include people, processes and the data supporting
them [7]. In order to proof the status quo of PLM and IoE, to evaluate the impact of IoE
on the future product development and management and to develop the new framework
and check its feasibility and practicability, an additional set of interviews with business
consultants of Detecon Consulting (Member of Deutsche Telekom Group) was con-
ducted alongside interviews with leading enterprises and start-ups across the high-
lighted four sectors of IoE. This way of validation offered the chance to hypothetically
check the developed approach with experiences from client projects.
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The key takeaways across several IoE categories are:

• IoE and IoT platforms are emerging, driven by large companies. There is a mutual
consensus, that in the future customers will orchestrate their IoE solutions on a
single platform but it is unclear which platforms will sustain or even dominate.

• Hardware and software need to interplay very well, with a stronger focus going into
software and especially data analytics.

• Standardization is low in many areas of IoE due to conflicting consortia and overall
the nascent stage of the entire sector.

• Smart factories are in the most advanced stage of that market.
• Artificial Intelligence is playing an increasing role in solution design.
• Enterprise customers start with solutions at small scale in sandbox environments

before scaling up and integrating it deeply into existing systems.
• PLM may become a future important element as smart cities emerge [8].
• Digital Twins – designed to improve existing business models – digitally map the

real world in the form of physical product instances over the entire product life
cycle.

• Start-ups try to position themselves in some areas strongly by partnering with large
companies (e.g. Industry 4.0) and others without (e.g. Smart Home).

4 PLM 4.0 in the Era of Internet of Everything (IoE):
Management Framework and Application on Use Cases

In 2010 the authors composed a comprehensive study about PLM in the telecommu-
nication industry for which they analyzed 50 communication service providers with
regard to existing PLM structures [9]. In 2014 this PLM approach was adjusted to the
Energy and Utilities industry [2]. The results show that an integrated product lifecycle
management enables companies to control the increasing complexity such companies
are facing. The companies in the Industry 4.0 and during the digital transformation are
faced with similar challenges as a result of the increased complexity which makes both
problem settings quite analogous [3]. The model proposed in the following section
shows that through the structural similarity, problem-solving approaches can be
adapted to the current challenges of the Industry 4.0 in the context of IoE imple-
mentation (see detailed description of the PLM Framework in) [9]. The dimensions of
an integrated PLM and the related design elements were derived from the integrated
management principles. The framework encompasses the four dimensions of PLM
Strategy, PLM Process, Product Architecture, and PLM IT Architecture and should be
used from companies as an orientation for their processes and products in the future
(see Fig. 1). The developed PLM framework can serve as a basis for further evaluation
of the impact of the IoE on the product development and management. We identified
three exemplary use cases in the sectors of Automotive, Healthcare and Energy to
outline and assess these challenges and risks.
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4.1 PLM Strategy

PLM Strategy ensures alignment of products and portfolio with actual and potential
market demands, and provides the guiding framework for PLM Process execution. For
example, the development of an energy tariff, as incremental innovation, requires a
completely different product development process design as the introduction of new
innovation complex products and services in the context of e-mobility [10]. IoE brings
more and more modules and devices into the game, product lifecycles change and
interdependencies between all the components and network infrastructures need to be
taken into consideration. Besides that, by designing a PLM Strategy, ever changing
market needs have to be accounted. Feedback, demands and expectations are valuable
to design individual solutions.

Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) in the Automotive industry for example
face the challenge to integrate solutions like ProGlove in their smart factories and also
in their product development cycles [11]. ProGlove is integrating technology into the
natural movement of workers’ hands. As a business intelligence solution for production
management, it combines RFID, motion tracking, sensors and automated scanning. It is
an almost perfect example for how to use IoE technology in the field of manufacturing
and logistics. As the vendor’s solution is integrated in the production at different
OEMs, their requirements have an impact on product enhancements of the IoE device
vendor, too. Another example how to use IoE technology in the field of manufacturing
is via a Digital Twin. A Digital Twin depicts real products or systems digitally to
constitute an application of its physical twin and predicts traits and performance over
the whole lifecycle. By using live data (e.g. sensor data) it enables a realistic replication
of the physical twin. A Digital Twin offers many opportunities, especially for the
Automotive sector. For example, the abrasion of machines or unused capacity could be

Fig. 1. Proposed next generation PLM Framework in the era of the IoE
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more easily detected. It allows a faster adaption and implementation and improvement
of operations. Moreover, the usage of Digital Twins offers the opportunity to respond
very fast to changes. Thus, not only producer requirements can be met but also cus-
tomer requirements.

IoE devices also found their way in the Pharma industry, as RFID tags were used to
equip drug packages or even eatable devices have been introduced. This ground-
breaking technology makes it possible to embed devices in the medication itself and
thereby to gather data about medication regiments, health issues, miss-use or even drug
black markets. Especially pharma companies and insurance companies would benefit
from the usage of such technologies. Pharma companies would benefit in the case of
improved drug testing, tracking of side effects and shortened development cycles [12].
Insurance companies would gain deep knowledge by gathered data of how their cus-
tomers live and take (or not take) their medicine.

In the Energy & Utilities industry, IoE devices have already been the enabler for
innovation in the field of smart grid. The intelligence of these devices is able to
transform conventional grids to smart, data driven, grids. The implementation opens up
new opportunities towards business models for both existing and also new stakeholders
such as utilities and network operators, ICT companies and last but not least the
customers [13] (Fig. 2).

4.2 PLM Process

PLM Process facilitates execution of the collaborative process (efficiency goal) and the
alignment of activities with the strategic PLM goals of the company (effectiveness
goal). Integration and manageability of value-adding partners play a central role, as IoE
broadens up opportunities to partner in any possible way. The challenge for the PLM

Fig. 2. Proposed impact of IoE on PLM Strategy
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Process is to include all involved partners in the product development process. More
and more complex products require standardized processes [10]. The bigger the size
and scale of partners in the IoE era, the more challenging it is to align all of them. In
times of social media, Big Data and the Internet of Everything, the management of
information and innovations of value chain partners become two key success factors.

The interplay of all related parties, e.g. OEM and IoE vendor, becomes even more
important in this context. The ProGlove case in the Automotive industry shows, that
smart devices not only provide its users with useful information about products, pro-
cesses and assembling instructions, but is also able to gather information, such as
documentation about processes and workflow sequences, and send it back to a central
server, in order to be circled back and made useful in the OEM’s PLM processes. One
of the main challenges for the OEM is to adapt to the fast iterations of the vendors [11].

If one considers a Health & Pharma industry with smart packages, it is very likely
that useful information can be gathered along the product lifecycle and e.g. be used for
improving inventory and drug counterfeiting. It also gives pharmacies and retailers a
chance to store data (e.g. information for the patients on how to use the drugs) on the
chips and provide useful information to the customers (Fig. 3).

4.3 Product Architecture

Product Architecture enables product component reusability by defining constraints
and rules for decomposing product functionality into modules with product data

Fig. 3. Proposed impact of IoE on PLM Process
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models. In an environment where products and services are becoming more and more
virtualized, product model and product data have to be aligned carefully. Further
integration needs be enabled upfront by creating a structured mode based on an
information network. Implementing a Product Architecture that respects these aspects
is a major challenge [1].

One of the most dramatic impact across all three analyzed sectors is the impact of
product data to be aligned with product model. The core and heart of the IoE value
addition lies in generation of data which was never measured before in real time,
mainly complementing the core products. For an Automotive OEM it means that
ProGlove’s data will not change the car from the ground up, but rather influence the
manufacturing process and certain car features. For Healthcare it means that data
generated out of fitness bands influence the way obesity treatment is being done.
Energy companies change their energy mix in real time due to smart meters. All follow
same principles (Fig. 4).

4.4 PLM IT Architecture

PLM IT Architecture increases PLM process execution efficiency by providing a
best-of-breed framework of IT components that ensures an optimal IT-to-process fit.

Extended Collaboration Tools need to ensure a continuous data provisioning for
controlling and product portfolio purposes, both within the own organization, as well as
with outside partners. Efficient and intelligent data management is a basic requirement
to benefit from the power of IoT at all. Unstructured data is useless data, thus data
management needs to cover data visibility and role-based access to information, har-
monized data sources and data consistency, and versioning of product-related data to
support availability, accuracy, timeliness and completeness of information towards
achieving transparency for making the right decisions at the right time. Tracking and

Fig. 4. Proposed impact of IoE on Product Architecture
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analyzing e.g. financial data from both, a customer-related and product-related point of
view is only possible if there is an IT Architecture in place that supports application
integration. Not only financial systems, but also Customer Relationship Management
(CRM), Operation Support Systems (OSS) and Business Support Systems (BSS) need
to be fully integrated [6].

Across all three verticals, PLM IT Architecture is probably one of the most chal-
lenging parts, mainly due to the strong implications and risks while implementing an
IoE solution (e.g. from a start-up) at full scale especially in terms of data management.
The key strategies here are piloting and sandboxing in the beginning and trial phase of
the IoE product followed by a cautious step-by-step integration after successful pilot. In
Automotive more data can lead to changed optimization processes in engineering but
also after sales. Healthcare companies especially leverage IoE sensor data in its R&D
phase when integrating additional data into their modelling and simulation tools. For
utility companies, smart products can have major influence even on core elements of
their ERP system (e.g. procurement and billing due to smart gateways and grids) [4].

The developed PLM Framework can serve as a basis for further evaluation of the
impact of the IoE on the product development and management (Fig. 5).

5 Conclusion and Outlook

The key goal of this paper is to understand hot product- and service-related topics,
business- and go-to-market models of the participants inside the IoE market and trying
to understand how these new emerging IoE players will change the PLM especially
customers, e.g. large enterprises who are picking up to adapt and test these new IoE
solutions - with many of these enterprises having not dealt with start-ups as suppliers
for key product areas that have substantial effect on their business (processes).

Fig. 5. Proposed impact of IoE on PLM IT Architecture
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The research results show that it is generally feasible to establish a general man-
agement perspective on development of products and services within IoE. Furthermore,
new areas of research could have been identified by focusing on practitioners’ chal-
lenges within IoE and new product development that have not been investigated by
recent literature. Furthermore, a future outlook across selected key sectors (with IoE
product related issues in Automotive, Healthcare, and Energy) is also a focus of this
analysis.

The research focused especially on the needs and challenges of innovation and
product managers who have to find ways to cope with rising uncertainties and the
problem of increasingly complex business environments and digitalization. Therefore,
this paper presents first learnings that guides practitioners through implementation of
industrial IoE and its impact on new product development and management. It gives
them guidance on how the company’s IoE project could be linked with its new product
development initiatives. Ideally, managers are able to achieve improved product market
fit, save costs due to early problem identification and enjoy a wide range of commu-
nicative advantages by using the results of the paper.
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